
Hot to List & Market Small & Medium Sized 

Apartment Buildings
“An Overview of the Best Practices Brokering Apartment Buildings”



 I. Why Multi Family Properties
 II. What are the Different Business Models

• A. How to Work with Sellers
 1. How to Develop Market Knowledge
 2. How to Develop Leads
 3. How to Qualify Leads
 4. How to Win the Business 
 5. How to Market the Property

• B. Working with Buyers
 1. How to Understand the Market
 2. Best Methods of Prospecting
 3. The Business Cycle
 4. Client for Life

 III.  Best Practices
Your direction is a result of your perception.  

Today we will clear perceptions and give direction.



To become a successful sales person, 

you must first know why you want to be one.



Key Factors
 Apartments have a long track record of having the highest risk-adjusted 

investment returns compared to other property types. The sector has proven to 
be most resilient during economic downturns, delivering superior returns during 
recessionary periods.

 Apartments have the most efficient cash distribution, due to low capital 
expenditures and technical improvements.

 Apartments have a lower cost of capital and wider availability of debt capital; 
apartment investments can support more debt with the same level of risk.

 Apartments operate in a favorable, transparent, and market-driven regulatory 
and taxation environment. In addition, apartments have shorter leases than other 
property types, allowing them to adjust more quickly to changing market 
environments.

 Apartment properties vary widely in terms of age, size, quality, and location, 
creating a broad spectrum of opportunities and possible investment strategies, 
thereby providing greater liquidity than other sectors.

 Short-term problems from the current economic downturn aside, apartment 
market fundamentals are expected to remain positive on a cumulative basis over 
the next five-to-seven year period. Demand is expected to expand and new 
supply is expected to subside, creating conditions for moderate rent and revenue 
growth in most locations.



Key Facts
 Demographic trends suggest that demand for apartment living should 

continue to grow moderately. Furthermore, compared to other property 
types, apartments have shorter average development periods, which makes 
it easier for supply to adjust relatively quickly to changing demand, which in 
turn reduces the amplitude of building cycles.

 Apartments account for approximately one-fourth of the nation's stock of 
income property.

 Direct investments in multifamily rental housing have historically provided 
competitive returns relative to the other major property types -- office, retail, 
and industrial.

 Among the portfolios of pension funds and other large investors, apartments 
during the period 1984-2004 provided a higher total return, with less 
variance, than the average for all property types, according to data from the 
National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (www.ncreif.org).

 Over this period, apartments averaged a 9.3 percent total annual return, 
compared to 7.6 percent for all property types combined.

http://www.ncreif.org/


By: Ken Rosen, et. al.     Date: October 22, 2001 

 This 2001 research report estimates the value of the nation's 
apartment stock and its growth over the past 10 years. It finds 
the nation’s 16.1 million apartment units (in buildings of at 
least five units) are worth approximately $1.3 trillion. The 
research finds that the value of the apartment stock has 
increased average annual increase in value of 5.5 percent 
during the decade, substantially higher than the rate of 
inflation for that same period.

 The top 10 apartment markets are: New York; Los Angeles; 
Boston; San Francisco; Chicago; Washington, DC; San Diego; 
San Jose; Oakland; and Orange County, CA.







I see, therefore I am

-Already in Residential

-Idea of Market

-Idea of Customers

-Idea of Process

-Best way to Up-sell

-Help Clients Grow

- Larger Commissions

- Larger Goal



If you don’t have an effective sales plan, any business you get is purely 

accidental

- Use Similar Resources to Expand

- No additional Investments

- Follow Examples Already Set

- No Additional Lead Time

- Continue Existing Business



Key is to have a plan that generates the right kind of sales from the right 

kind of accounts, backed by the right sales process, that produces the 

maximum revenue for your time.

- Larger your Offering, 

- Larger your Circle of Influence

- Service Your Existing Market

- Improve your Standing

- Improve your Knowledge

- Improve you Skills



Why climb a mountain?  Because it is there!

- Typical Sales Value $ 1-2 

million

- Commission from 3-4%

- Earn as much as Flipping 

Houses

- Funds are not Tied Up

- Lesser Risk

- Better Use of Limited Hours



Your less likely to fail when you have told others that you will succeed

-Opportunity to Own / Co-Own

such investments yourself

- Be the first to review opportunities

in the market

- Form an Investment Partnership

- Many want to co-own but do not 

have the opportunity



A captivated audience stays till the end

- Typical Commercial Owner  is more active

- Commercial Owners are in market for a 

longer period of time



Trust sells more than anything else

-Residential Owners place       

more importance on emotion

- Commercial Owners place 

more importance on diligence

- More investment savvy

- More Professional Decisions

- Better Opportunity to convince 

with Facts & Figures

- Less interference from 

Investors Family members 



If you don’t love yourself, it is hardly likely that your clients will love you

- Low Barriers to Entry

- Easier to Get Listings 

-Longer Transaction Cycle

- Typical Transaction 6 months

- Close More Business

- Get to Understand the Business

-List to Last



I could have been a million things, therefore I didn’t focus on a single one

- Define Your Specialization

- Choose the Property Types

- Choose the Property Sizes

- Choose a Geographic Area

- 600 – 900 Properties

- 400 – 600 Owners

- Know this Market Intimately

- Let the Market know You

- Constant Contact

-Stay in Touch Quarterly



You could spend more time doing things that advance your career, if you 

get rid of the things that are holding you back

-Geographical Knowledge

- Past Sales Transactions

- Property Valuations

-Rents,  Price / Sq Ft,  Cap Rate

- Gross Rate Multiplier,  Price / 

Unit

- Cash on Cash Return

- Average Market Time

- Vacancy Levels

- Price Trends

-Competition

- Lenders, Appraisers

-Operating  Expenses

- Socio-economic demographics

- Major Employers

- Transportation

- Zoning, Building & Rent Codes



Sincerity to your client is the only expertise you will ever need

-Drive Around

- Take Pictures

- Google it

- Comparables

- Survey Owners

- Network with Real Estate Professionals

- Keep Notes



It’s good to have an open mind, but not so open that your brains fall out!

-Refer to Exercise CRE/LM1



Thinking about dreams is never enough to create the habits necessary for success

- Market Survey

- Just Listed

- Just Sold

-Buyer / Exchange Buyer / on behalf

of Buyer

- Existing Clients

- Advertisements

-Internet

-Newspaper

-Banks

- Brokers

Resources



Some people see things and ask why?  I see things that never were and 

ask why not?

- Get Basic Information

- Qualify

- Prepare for First Meeting

- To Establish Credibility

- Not to get Listing

- But to Get an Appointment

Objective



One ships sails east and the other west.  It is not the direction of the wind 

that bids them where they go, but the set of their sail

- Survey Results

- Market Reports

- Present an Opportunity

- Invitation to an Event 

- Introduction

Approach



Success is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration 

StrategyWhich is more likely to get a six?

OR



Increase Efforts

 Contacts per Day

 Hours Prospecting

 Proposals per Week

 Listings per Month

 Closings per Month

 Customer Contacts per 

Month

 Net Income per Annum

Improve Quality

 Learn Scripts

 Practice

 Professional 

Documentation

 Meet Customers More

 Common Objections

 Communication Strategy

A day not spent improving yourself in some way is a day that has been wasted

Goal Setting



It is better to wear out then to rust away.

-Refer to Exercise CRE/LM2



Working with Sellers

If you don’t love yourself, it is hardly likely that your clients will love you

-Easier to Get Listings 

-Longer Transaction Cycle

- Typical Transaction 6-12  months

- Close More Business

- Get to Understand the Business

-List to Last

-Sometimes Starts with a Pocket 

Deal



For a relationship to be right on the outside, it must first be right on the inside

- Price they Expect

- Motivation for Sale?

-Financial Distress

-Larger Property

-Different Property Type

-Cash out (100% / Partial )

-Less Time Involvement

-Seller Financed Property

- Who are Decision Makers

-Questions to Ask

- Who

- What

- When

- Where

- Why

- How

-



If you don’t know where you are going, you will never get there

- Introduction

- Executive Summary

- Transaction History

- Marketing Plan of Action

- Comparable Properties

- Pricing Analysis / Summary

- Testimonials

- Resume 

- Customizing



Practicing your lines elevates your level of performance

Get 
Feedback 

on 
Proposal

Listen

Respond

ASK for 
the Listing

Learn to 
Face 

Objections

Listing 
Contracts

• Exclusive

• Non 
Exclusive



Key to selling is not selling, it is providing.  The key to providing is knowing 

in advance what to provide

- Property Description

- Construction, Age, Style, Unit Type, Square                                    

Footage, Income & Expense Statement, 

Proper Metrics (GRM, CAP Rate, Down 

Payment)

- Bullet Point Highlights

- Property Narrative

- Area Narrative / Locality Description

- Demographics Information

- Why Buy This Property

- Demographics, Rent Levels, Developments, 

- Price Trends ( Cap Rate, GRM, Price / Sq Ft )

- Forward Looking Analysis

- Photographs

- Maps

- Website



ACI Intranet



Marketing Materials



Marketing Materials



Marketing Materials



Marketing Materials



Marketing Materials



Website is Created



Website is Created



2 PAGE FLYER



Objections are not obstacles, but are opportunities to further a relationship

- Your Listings! 

-Brokers / Agents

- Existing Client Base

- Owners of Similar Properties in Area

- Current Listings

- Loopnet

- Search Engines

- Craig's List

- Newspapers

-Your Ads

- Buyer Ads

- Telephone

-Webinars

-Seminars



To move towards success, you must have more than perseverance, you 

must have the right perception of failure

-Learn About the Buyer

- Current Investments

- Liquidity

- Decision Makers

- Investment Goals

- Negotiate the Price

- Clear other Terms

- Set a Timeline

- Introduce other Professionals

- Stay in Touch

- Ask for the Sale

- Make them a Client for Life



It is better to wear out then to rust away

-Refer to Exercise CRE/LM3



Questions

1. I see that your building is units, is that correct?

2. If I am not mistaken, your unit mix is , is that correct?

3. What are you currently getting in the way of monthly rent for the    

one/two/three bedroom units?

4. Do you have any units available for rent currently?

5. When you do have vacancies, what do you find as the most effective 

way of advertising?



Questions

6. What is the approximate size are the units?

7. Does your property have any common amenities for the tenants?

8. Does the property produce any additional income form laundry, extra 

parking, storage, signage, etc…?

9. Tell me about the parking…

10. How long have you owned the building?



Questions

11. Why did you purchase in the Pacific Beach are originally?

12. Did you use an agent when you bought the property?

13. Is there anything unique about your property that makes it different 

than the others in Pacific Beach?

14. What is your general outlook on the market today?

15. Any advise you would offer a young investor considering apartment 

ownership?



Questions

Generally, I am in Pacific Beach every Tuesday and 

Thursday afternoons…

Q:  How about we get together next at 

o’clock so we can meet each other and I can personally 

deliver your copy of the report?

Q:  Is this the best number to reach you in case something 

comes up?



Scripts

 This is  ________from ACI, Apartment Consultants

here in Mission Valley……  I am just finishing up a 

survey for apartment owners in the Pacific Beach 

area and will be pleased to share the results with 

you upon completion.  

 May I ask you a couple of quick questions about your 

building on ?



Scripts
PHONE MESSAGE for MARKET SURVEY

Hello Mr/Ms ,

This is _________with ACI - Apartment Consultants here in 

Mission Valley… 

My number is: 619-725-3608

The purpose of my call today is to verify some information about 

you property located at….

I’m just finishing a market study for some of the apartment owners 

in Pacific Beach and I would be happy to provide you a 

complete copy when finished.



Scripts

The report will include recent sales, active listings, and 

current rents as well as speak to the trends in tenant 

profiles and market trends.

Again, my name is _______at ACI and I can be reached 

at 619-725-____. 

I look forward to speaking with you soon.



This is _________from ACI Apartment Consultants here in Mission 

Valley…    The purpose of my call today is to  set an APPOINTMENT 

so I can provide you with our latest Research report for small to mid –

size apartment buildings in the Pacific Beach area.

I am sure that you, like most all real estate investors in the area are

interested in tracking property values, tenant profiles, market

trends, and staying current on rent rolls specific to your

neighborhood.

How about next at o’clock?

Scripts



“I’m Not Interested”

Funny you should say that Mr/Ms , I’ve had a 

couple of apartment owners with that same reaction 

when I first called, that was before they had a chance to 

see what’s in the market report and how it benefits them.  

This is why we should get together. How about next 

at o’clock?



“I’m Not Interested”

Mr/Ms ,

You are one of the last owners I need to speak with to

complete this report. As mentioned, I will deliver to you

the complete Pacific Beach market report.

In fact, I can get you one of the first copies in exchange for

just spending two minutes with me now…



“I’m Not Interested”

 I am sure that you like most all apartment owners are 

interested in tracking property values, tenant 

profiles, current rents, neighborhood trends, and 

current listings.

 We only deal with apartment properties and I 

specialize in the Pacific Beach area.  

 I promise this will be brief and painless and you will 

find the results in the report very beneficial.  Now….



“What Does it Cost?”

Mr/Ms , I’m sure you can appreciate that it

takes dozens hours of research to put this information

together and considerable hard dollars to print and bind

this book into a document that is of significant value for

you. On a selected basis I am offering it to you in

exchange for 15 minutes of you time.

How about next at o’clock?



“What is this about?”

This a very brief survey to survey the apartment market in

the Pacific Beach area. It will only take a minute and I

will provide you with a copy of the report in exchange

for you time.

I am sure that you, like most real estate investors in the

area, are interested in tracking property values, tenant

profiles, market trends, and staying current on rent

rolls specific to your building.



“I Don’t Have Time” or “I’m Too Busy”

 Mr/Ms ,the only reason I am calling you is to 

set an appointment, how about next at ___

o’clock?

 [Alternatively]

As a busy professional I can appreciate that, what is it 

that you do?

 [Be a good listener! Regardless of what they say you 

come back with]

You know something, that is exactly why we should get 

together for a few minutes. How about next ___ at 

__ o’clock?



“Call Me Back Some Other Time” 

Mr/Ms , I will be checking back with you

periodically regarding your property and the market.

However, I do want you to have the advantage of the

information I have available now, especially the

current rent rolls for Pacific Beach.

When would be a good time for me to stop by and share

this current information? at o’clock.



“I am Not Interested in Selling My Property”

Mr/Ms , the purpose on my call today is to set

an appointment so we can exchange some information

that I know will help you increase the income and value

of your property.

How about next at o’clock?



“I Already Have a Broker that I Work With”

Mr/Ms , I appreciate your loyalty,

would you consider it a breach of your past relationship

with that broker by spending a few minutes together and

exchanging information?

[wait for a response]

Great! How about next at ____ o’clock?



“I’m Tired of Getting Calls from Agents Like You”

Mr/Ms , certainly I understand how you feel 

and know what it is like to get bombarded with calls 

about my properties, that was until I finally received a 

call that was of interest to me.

If you give me fifteen minutes of your time I believe you 

will feel this information is of great value and well 

worth your time.

How about next at o’clock?



“I’m Fine With the Way things are Going Now”

Well you know Mr/Ms , that is the same 

exact thing a few other property owners in your area 

said when I first called.

When they took 5 minutes to meet and see what we 

had to offer and how it benefits you, they were 

appreciative of the call. I know you will feel the same.

How about next at ______ o’clock?



“Just Put It in the Mail”

Well Mr/Ms , this particular book has taken

me dozens of hours to compile and consists of over

400 pages, so it doesn’t make sense mail it out,

especially since I have found that by getting together

for a few minutes it will be of great help for you to

discuss how to best use it for your benefit.

How about next ___ at ____ o’clock?



AFTER THE PROSPECT AGREES 

TO THE APPOINTMENT

Mr/Ms , so I can best prepare for our time together let 

me take a minute to confirm a couple of items.

Your building is located at .

It is a __ unit complex consisting of .

I see that you have owned it since .

[Yes, I have seen your building and funny enough thought of 

calling on several occasions.]



 How long have you been in the apartment business?

 May I ask why you chose to buy in the Pacific Beach 

area?

 I see that you also own property (s) at __________ .

 Do you own any other income producing properties?

 Did you use an agent back when you purchased the 

property?

 Do you do your own property management?

AFTER THE PROSPECT AGREES 

TO THE APPOINTMENT



AFTER THE PROSPECT AGREES 

TO THE APPOINTMENT

 Is there a spot at your location where we can sit down 

together and talk?

 One last thing, are there any particular challenges with your 

property(s) that you would like me to be prepared with for our 

meeting on ?

 Okay then, I will see you at o’clock at _______.  

 Before I let you go, is this the BEST NUMBER to reach you 

should something come up?

 I look forward to meeting you, Good-Bye.



Working with Buyers

Most people can discern between a seller who is out to make a dollar and 

one who is out to make a difference

- Faster Results if Successful

- Lower Probability of Success

- Non Exclusive Relationship

- Harder to Get Exclusive Contracts

Introduction



To be successful you must surround yourself with people smarter than you

Market Knowledge

- Know General Price Trends in Larger 

Geographical Region

- Have Knowledge of Different Property Types

- Ability to Accurately Value Property

- Ability to Locate and Identify Good Deals

- Ability to Work Fast

- Larger the Buyer, Larger the Region they may be

interested in



If you don’t aim for the best prospects, you are likely to do business with any 

prospect

Prospecting

-Websites

- Social Media

- Networking Events

- Speaking & Training

- Listings

- Seminars/Webinars



It doesn’t matter how many prospects you see.  It matters how you see the 

right prospects

Understanding Client 

Objectives

- Down Payment

- Finance Raising Ability

- Do they need to Sell or Refinance First

- Investment Experience

- Property Management Experience

- Geographical Preference

- Tax Considerations

- Returns Requirement

- Timeline

- Risk Tolerance

- Unique Requirements



UNDERSTAND 

CLIENTS 

OBJECTIVES

INDENTIFY 

SUITABLE 

PROPERTIES 

SHORTLIST A 

NUMBER OF 

PROPERTIES

Valuation Advice

Market consultancy

Sellers strengths & 

weaknesses

Market conditions

Agree objectives/limitations 

Tactics

LEGAL

FINANCING

NEGOTIATION

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 7

Phase 8

Phase 6

Phase 5

BUYER 

BROKER 

AGREEMENT

ANALYSIS OF 

NEEDS AND 

WANTS

CONFIRM 

CLIENT 

BRIEF

PROPERTY

Size

Type

Improvements

Location

Cost

Timing

Financing Options

UNDERTAKE 

MARKET 

SEARCH

In house 

databases

Mailers to agents

Mailers to owners

Knowledge of off-market 

opportunities

Existing clients base

FORMULATE 

NEGOTIATION 

STRATEGY/MAKE 

OFFER(S)

ANALYSIS 

& RANKING
DUE 

DILLIGENCE
NEGOTIATIONS CLOSE OF 

ESCROW

Business Cycle



Objections are the symptoms of a poor selling process

Choosing Properties

- Type

- Size

- Cost

- Location

- Improvements

- Timing

- Financing Options



The salesperson who adds value clearly demonstrates that the relationship is more 

important than the revenue and the person more important than the profits

Searching Properties

- Listings

- In House Database

- Mailers to Owners

- Existing Clients

- Call Owners in Area

(also gets listings)

-Agent Network



When you blow it with a customer, don’t run from them, run to them

Ranking Properties

- Analysis of the Property

- Properties that are ready for Sale

- Higher Probability First 

- Market Conditions

- Seller Strengths

- Objectives

- Limitations



Truth is, prospects close their own sales if you offer valuable solutions to 

their real needs and values

Presenting Properties

-Present properties with a higher probability first

- Do not show more than 3 -4 properties

- Display your knowledge of the market and seller

- Observe the Buyers concerns and comments very 

carefully



Systems & Procedures
Technology
Action Plans
Targets & Goals
Timelines
Information / Database Quality 
Marketing Collateral 
Checklists for Situations
Formats & Documents
Continuous Learning
Credibility
Resources

True victory comes by not only giving people a reason to buy from you, but 

also making sure that they never forget you



Database



Database



Database



CoStar



CoStar



It is better to wear out then to rust away

-Refer to Exercise CRE/LM4



Successful people find their highest return on investments is in themselves

- General

• CCIM

• STBD

• Top Dog DVD’s

• Mike Lipsey

• Amazon

• Mojo

- Databases/CRM

• Realhound

• REA

• RE Application

• Mike Cutler (Act for 
commercial RE)

- Sales 
information

• Costar

• MLS

• Loopnet

• Title 
companies/public 
records

- Owners 
information

• Kurtz directory 
(includes phone 
numbers)

• Pierce Eislen   

• Realpage



 Pro’s
• Right Company

• Database Support

• Marketing Collateral

• Market Credibility

• Start Faster

• Proven Systems & 
Procedures

• Larger Commissions

• More Investment Savvy

Cons
• Full Time for Success

• Lower Commission 
Share

If nothing sets you apart from the competition, your clients will always 

remain someone else’s prospect



Success is not about what you can achieve, but about what you can become


